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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4886-Despite James being at the Late 
Stage of the Ninth Rank of the Omniscience Path and having the protection of 
the Greater Paths, he could only hold on until the eleventh step of the Defying 
Heavens Art. 

“Impressive.” 

“The Defying Heavens Art has a total of thirty-three steps, and James could 
only endure through eleven steps.” 

“Who on this battle arena can persevere until Byron completes his Defying 
Heavens Art?” 

Countless powerhouses were astounded. 

Byron stood in the void, enveloped by the power of heaven and earth. His 
aura was strong, akin to an invincible war god. He gazed down. 

At that moment, a man slowly emerged from the ruins below, and it was 
James. As he stepped out of the ruins, the ground beneath him instantly 
restored itself. 

At this moment, James appeared disheveled. He appeared in mid-air in an 
instant, wiping the blood from the corner of his mouth. He looked at Byron and 
asked, “Does your Defying Heavens Art have any connection to the 
Sacrilegious Ascension of the Demonic Ape Race?” 

Byron smiled faintly and said, “A long time ago, a powerhouse of the Demonic 
Ape Race cultivated in the 

Saber Sect for a while. The Sword Master rewarded him with a fragment of 
the Defying Heavens Art, and he was quite remarkable. After studying it, he 
created the Sacrilegious Ascension, though it’s only effective at lower 
cultivation ranks. Its potency diminishes as one’s cultivation rank improves.” 

“I see,” James said with enlightenment. Then, he looked at Byron and said, 
“Please continue. I want to see how 

powerful you become after completing thirty-three steps.” 



“Don’t seek your own demise,” Byron warned. “I’ve left you a way out. After I 
complete the Defying Heavens Art with thirty -three steps, I can shatter even 
Chaos Rank powerhouses.” 

James gestured. 

“Since you’re so eager for death, I’ll grant you the opportunity,” Byron’s voice 
came out coldly. 

At this moment, James secretly activated the Tenfold Realms Transcendent 
Sutra, harnessing other powers as well. Two mysterious forces surged within 
him. 

This place concealed many powerhouses from hidden sects. They might be 
from the era of Emperor Raiah. James was worried that the power he had 
cultivated would be noticed, so he discreetly used these forces to shield 
himself. He wanted to see just how terrifying the Defying Heavens Art could 
be. 

Two powers circulated within him, protecting his vital organs and meridians, 
allowing him to temporarily resist the pressure from the Defying Heavens Art. 

In this moment, Byron took his twelfth step. As he did, the aura of heaven and 
earth multiplied instantly, crushing down on James. 

It was terrifying with the combined forces of heaven and earth and Byron’s 
own power. Even though James exerted his utmost with the power of the Two 
Path Techniques, he nearly lost his balance. 

After a slight sway, he regained his footing and stood once again in the void. 

At this moment, he unleashed the power of the Three Path Techniques, and 
three mysterious forces shielded him. 

When Byron took another step, James remained unwavering. 

‘He is mysterious,’ Byron thought, but he did not hesitate and took another 
step. His aura and power grew stronger. Soon, he took thirty steps. 

After thirty steps, his aura became even more dreadful. He was not a 
Thousand Paths Holy Body, but the Greater Paths revolved around him. 



Meanwhile, James had already harnessed the power of the Four Path 
Techniques. With the power of the Four Path Techniques, he could 
completely resist Byron’s Defying Heavens Art. 

James knew that the next three steps would be the most terrifying. Silently, he 
activated the fifth power, merging all five powers within him together. 
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while facing the pressure brought by the Defying Heavens Art 

“Thirty-one steps.” 

Byron took another step, causing the entire arena’s space to tremble. All the 
forces within the arena converged on James, but he held his ground. 

“Thirty-two steps.” 

He took another forceful step. With this step, his aura intensified instantly. 

James’ body endured a ferocious assault from the tremendous pressure. His 
body split in an instant, blood spilled into the void, and he plummeted from the 
sky. 

With a deafening crash, James’ body hit the ground, causing the arena to 
collapse and disintegrate instantly. Only the area protected by the formation 
remained intact. 

This scene left everyone in shock. Fortunately, the protective formation had 
been activated in time, and everyone found refuge within it. Otherwise, when 
Byron took that step, it would have eliminated ninety-nine percent of the living 
beings. 

Byron finally breathed a sigh of relief. With his thirty-third step, he could 
trample even Chaos Rank powerhouses. 

James was already terrifying to endure until the thirty- 

second step. 

“James is truly remarkable.” 

“Yes, he persisted through thirty-two steps.” 



“Don’t forget, he comes from the outside world, not nurtured by the hidden 
sects.” 

“Such a pity.” 

Countless living beings discussed the matter. 

Just when everyone thought James had perished, a man covered in blood 
crawled out from the ruins below. His head was disheveled, and there was not 
a single intact spot on his body. 

“He’s alive?” 

“He’s truly formidable.” 

Under countless gazes, James activated the Life Path, allowing his external 
injuries to heal. Then, he harnessed the sixth power, the fusion of the Six Path 
Techniques, and his body ascended into the sky slowly. 

“Not bad. I underestimated you,” Byron’s face darkened. 

He raised his foot slowly, and as he did, his aura grew stronger. All the forces 
converged beneath his foot. Before his foot even touched the ground, the void 
quivered. 

Boom! 

With the descent of his foot, the battle arena vanished in an instant. This force 
even affected the protective formation below, causing it to crack slightly as the 
terrifying power seeped through the cracks. 

In that critical moment, the guardian appeared, reinforcing the formation and 
preventing it from shattering completely. 

However, James, situated at the center of the battlefield, confronted a force 
even more terrifying than the formation. 

Despite harnessing the Six Path Techniques, combining them with the 
protection of the Greater Paths, and using One for All to weaken some of the 
power, he was still injured. 

He bore numerous wounds, and a significant portion of his flesh and blood 
had been obliterated, even some of his bones were shattered. 



At this moment, James appeared truly fearsome. However, his fearsome 
countenance bore a grin, a chilling and terrifying one. 

“The Defying Heavens Art was only this,” James grinned.” How about this? I 
won’t compete with you for Wynne’s inheritance. Give me the secret art for the 
Defying Heavens Art, and I might even help you secure Wynne’s inheritance. 

Anyone who dares to vie for it, I’ll personally take care of.” – 
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power of the Defying Heavens Art and wanted to get it. 

He still suffered severe injuries when Byron took the thirty- three steps, even 
though he was with the protection of six powers fusion. 

At this moment, he was in one of his strongest states, with only his ultimate 
formation left unused. 

Byron chuckled lightly in response, “A defeated underling like you has no right 
to speak like that. Killing you now is quite simple.” 

The Defying Heavens Art was not just a matter of taking the thirty-three steps. 
After taking these steps, a powerful domain would manifest around the 
cultivator. Inside this domain, the enemy would endure immense pressure. 
Moreover, after taking these steps, the cultivator would reach an extreme level 
of strength. Combined with the Sword Body and the Sacred Heart Art, Byron 
in this state was truly fearsome. 

“Is that so?” James smiled faintly as his wounds healed rapidly, and soon his 
external injuries were completely healed. As for his internal and path injuries, 
he could suppress them until the end of the battle. 

“Yes,” Byron replied with an air of invincibility. 

“In that case, let me show you my move and see how I can 

break through your Sword Body,” James said. 

In that instant, a mysterious formation silently appeared above his head. The 
formation continued to change, emitting a mysterious power and a strange 
aura. With the formation’s appearance, a shadow materialized within it. This 
figure sat in a lotus position, looking holy and dignified. 



As the formation emerged, the world seemed to spin, and its formidable power 
caused the living beings within the formation in the battle arena to shudder. 

This ultimate move had previously trapped and killed a Caelum Acme Rank 
living being, and it could not even be saved by the life-saving inscriptions left 
behind by the guardian. 

James had not initially planned to use the formation. However, Byron was too 
formidable, and his only chance to defeat Byron and obtain the Defying 
Heavens Art was to use the formation. 

Within the formation, countless powerhouses gathered, including those who 
had once come close to entering the Chaos Rank, like Xuri and Yhala. 

However, they were all shocked by the power displayed by James and Byron. 
Even without injuries or falling out of their cultivation rank, they would not 
stand a chance and could be killed easily. 

Byron stared at James, sensing the formation’s mysterious aura that seemed 
out of place in this world. The entire formation carried an ancient and mystical 
presence, especially the shadow within, which exuded an incredibly 
formidable pressure. 

“What kind of signature skill is this?” Byron asked. 

“Didn’t you say I hadn’t created any signature skill? Well, I’ll tell you now. This 
is one I created myself,” James replied. 

Byron inquired, “What’s it called?” 

“I haven’t had it for long, and this is the first time I’m using it, so it doesn’t have 
a name yet. Since it’s my creation, it can be called whatever I want,” James 
said. 

His voice echoed, and the mysterious formation materialized above Byron 
silently. The formation continued to rotate, emanating an enigmatic power. 
This power formed a spatial cage that enveloped and sealed Byron instantly. 

Despite activating the Sword Body, the Sacred Heart Art, and the Defying 
Heavens Art, Byron was still unable to move. 



He exerted all his strength and unleashed terrifying power within his body, 
continuously attempting to break the formation’s seal, but he could not 
succeed. 

Seeing this, James smiled faintly. This formation could even seal Livie. 
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Yardos’. 

James’ Zen entered the shadow, and the shadow moved instantly, appearing 
in front of the formation and launching a sudden attack. 

Under the numerous gazes, Byron was struck, and cracks appeared on his 
Sword Body, spreading across his entire body. He attempted to retaliate, but 
he was trapped by the formation. 

“Do I have the qualifications to negotiate with you now?” James’ voice 
echoed. 

“No,” Byron replied, his anger evident. After shouting the word, countless 
Sword Energies surged within his body. 

These numerous Sword Energies merged instantaneously, forming a tangible 
longsword that unleashed a powerful assault on the formation. 

Boom! 

A violent explosion resounded as Byron’s body and blood transformed into a 
sword, completely shattering the formation’s seal. In his anger, Byron attacked 
the formation, but at that moment, the shadow intervened and blocked his 
attack. 

Boom! 

The shadow wielded an illusory longsword and clashed with 

Byron’s approach. In an instant, Byron was expelled from the formation. While 
James’ Zen was also shaken out of the shadow, returning to his physical 
body, which was forcefully pushed back. 

“Such incredible power,” James marveled. 



Byron had managed to break the formation’s seal, a feat even Livie could not 
achieve. James could see that Byron had paid a tremendous price to 
accomplish this. 

Byron’s face darkened. His lips and fingertips carried traces of blood, 
eventually dripping onto the ground. The power contained in a single drop of 
his blood could obliterate a powerful universe. 

“Will you continue?” James asked. ‘This is just the beginning of Wynne’s 
legacy. The best is yet to come. If we fight to the death now, it will be difficult 
to seize the boon that follows.” 

James realized that Byron had almost exerted his full strength, with no hidden 
tricks left. However, defeating Byron completely still needs some time. He did 
not want to reveal all his cards at this moment. Moreover, the only remaining 
trick he had was the Boundless Pagoda. 

Byron’s expression was grim. His primary goal for this journey was to retrieve 
his ancestor’s legacy. He admitted that James was formidable, and defeating 
him would require a heavy price. 

After a moment’s thought, Byron conceded, “James, I acknowledge your 
strength, and you’ve earned my respect. I agree.” 

Hearing this, James breathed a sigh of relief and said,” Great, Wynne’s Sword 
Path legacy is yours. Now, please give me the secret art for the Defying 
Heavens Art.” 

Byron casually waved his hand, and an inscription appeared, flying towards 
James. James memorized the secret art for the Defying Heavens Art. 
Meanwhile, Byron headed towards the white jade containing the records of 
Wynne’s legacy. 

“Hehe,” a voice echoed, “Byron Dalganus, I’m also interested in Wynne’s 
legacy. I’d like to see what’s recorded inside.” 
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emerged from the protective formation and walked through the void towards 
the sky. He appeared and blocked Byron’s way. 



The man was dressed in a golden robe and looked quite young. His hands 
were behind his back, and he exuded an air of composure. He did not seem to 
fear Byron, despite Byron displaying formidable strength. 

“Ah.” A sigh was heard as the hidden guardian revealed himself. As he 
appeared, countless eyes fixated on him. He spoke, “I didn’t expect your 
strength to be so formidable, not even matched by the battle arena left by 
Emperor Raiah. It seems we’ll have to change the battlefield.” 

The guardian had already intervened several times, deploying formations to 
protect many living beings. Otherwise, there would have been very few left in 
the battle arena. 

Emperor Raiah had left behind numerous signature skills, all renowned from 
his era. His goal was to strengthen the Ten Districts once more, preparing 
them to resist Extraterrestrial Demon in the future. 

If the battle arena was contested by only a few individuals, and if these 
individuals obtained all the boons, the purpose of the battle would be lost. 

‘Therefore, I’ve decided to open a larger battlefield,” the 

guardian said. “Now, please enter the Chaos Arena.” 

As his voice reached their ears, the battle arena vanished in an instant, and all 
living beings on it disappeared. The next moment, they found themselves in 
an unknown battle arena. 

“What is this?” 

‘The Chaos Tablet in the Chaos Arena?” 

“Is the guardian overestimating us? What have we done to deserve access to 
the Chaos Arena?” 

“It’s all because of James and Byron. They’re too exceptional, causing the 
Chaos Arena to open earlier.” 

‘Yes, not all living beings at the Caelum Boundless Rank have the strength of 
James and Byron.” 

The opening of the Chaos Arena stirred discontent among many living beings 
at the Caelum Boundless Rank. Perhaps they could have persevered on the 



Boundless Arena, making it further. However, on the Chaos Arena, they had 
no chance because it was designed for those at the Quasi Boundless Rank 
and above. 

The scenes from the Chaos Arena were transmitted to powerful universes 
across the Ten Districts. 

“Luis Leon, why did you open the battle arena I was guarding?” A voice came 
from the battle arena, followed by the appearance of an elderly man. This 
elder looked very old, hunched over with a cane. 

The guardian of the Boundless Arena said, “I didn’t want to, but as soon as 
the Boundless Arena opened, it was torn apart. These youngsters possess 
terrifying strength, and the Boundless Arena could not withstand their battles.” 

“Oh, really?” The elder glanced at the battle arena. 

 

 


